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Ive Got Dibs A Donor Sibling Story
I've Got Dibs! is a sweet story of a mother and daughter discussing the young girl's donor siblings for the first time. The
conversation focuses on the special connection a donor-conceived child has with other children conceived using the
same donor. I've Got Dibs! is a great way to start this conversation with your children, your child's friends, as well as the
adults in your life who may be struggling to understand these unique relationships. By sharing this book with her own
child the author has helped her daughter confidently respond to questions about her own donor siblings and more
importantly understand and appreciate her own special donor family.
Medical acronyms and abbreviations offer convenience, but those countless shortcuts can often be confusing. Now a part
of the popular Dorland’s suite of products, this reference features thousands of terms from across various medical
specialties. Its alphabetical arrangement makes for quick reference, and expanded coverage of symbols ensures they
are easier to find. Effective communication plays an important role in all medical settings, so turn to this trusted volume
for nearly any medical abbreviation you might encounter. Symbols section makes it easier to locate unusual or seldomused symbols. Convenient alphabetical format allows you to find the entry you need more intuitively. More than 90,000
entries and definitions. Many new and updated entries including terminology in expanding specialties, such as Nursing;
Physical, Occupational, and Speech Therapies; Transcription and Coding; Computer and Technical Fields. New section
on abbreviations to avoid, including Joint Commission abbreviations that are not to be used. Incorporates updates
suggested by the Institute for Safe Medication Practices (ISMP).
"I thought life was pretty much over." Paul Herman "I was afraid people wouldn't see me for who I still was." Cathy Green
"I didn't need this to be a better person." Susan Douglas "I wasn't sure I wanted to live 'this way.'" Kevin Wolitzky The
above four people and 49 more just like them went on to find high levels of success and lead satisfying lives. Together
they tell 53 stories of moving forward to meet all the challenges, fears, obstacles, and problems common to the lifealtering circumstances after spinal cord injury, and doing it without benefit of wealth, large settlements or solid health
coverage. Ranging in age from 21 to 67, disabled from three to 48 years they share 931 years of disability experience.
Roll Models is a valuable new resource for recently injured people and their families, and for nurses, therapists,
psychologists and all other professionals who treat, work with and care for people with spinal cord injury. Straight from
the horse's mouth, survivors explore their experiences with disability and answer many questions those in rehab are
asking: Early Thoughts What were your thoughts immediately following injury? What were your initial thoughts and
reactions regarding SCI and the future? The First Years What were your biggest fears during that first year or so? How
did you get past those early fears? Changes, Obstacles and Solutions How much different are you now, compared to
how you were before injury? What's been the biggest obstacle? How did you address these obstacles? Finding What
Works What have been the most difficult things for you to deal with since injury? What's the worst thing about having an
SCI and using a chair? What's been your biggest loss due to injury? Is SCI the worst thing that ever happened to you?
Tell me something about your problem solving skills. How do you deal with stress? What do you do to relieve stress?
Salvations, Turning Points and More Was there any one thing that was your "salvation" or key to your success? Was
there a turning point for you when you began to feel things were going to get better? What personal factors, habits and
beliefs have helped you the most? SCI and Meaning Do you find any meaning, purpose or lessons in your disability? Did
any positive opportunities come your way because of your injury? What's your greatest accomplishment? What are you
most proud of? "A wonderful roadmap with many alternate routes to living and thriving with SCI." Minna Hong, SCI
survivor and Peer Support Coordinator/Vocational Liaison, Shepherd Center "Avoids the trap of providing a 'one size fits
all mentality' and provides solutions as varied as the individuals used as examples. Accentuates the positives while not
sugar coating the difficulties. Essential reading." Jeff Cressy SCI survivor and Director of Consumer and Community
Affairs, SCI Project, Rancho Los Amigos "A great resource for people as they venture out into the world, or search for
meaning and a deeper, richer life. Filled with examples of real people and their real experiences." Terry Chase, ND, RN;
SCI survivor; Patient & Family Education Program Coordinator, Craig Hospital "A wonderful tool for the newly spinal cord
injured individual, as well as the therapists and counselors working with them. This certainly hits the mark in capturing
important survival strategies." Jack Dahlberg, SCI survivor, Past President of the National Spinal Cord Injury Association
"Artfully crafted and organized, Roll Models sensitively portrays life following spinal cord injury. Informative, creative,
sensitive, as well as infused with humor and a kind heart. Recommended with my highest accolades." Lester Butt, Ph.D.,
ABPP, Director of the Department of Psychology, Craig Hospital
"Meeting My Brother" is a heartwarming, one of a kind children's book about donor conceived siblings meeting and
becoming family...
A family of porcelain dolls that has lived in the same house for one hundred years is taken aback when a new family of
plastic dolls arrives and doesn't follow The Doll Code of Honor.
Happy Together is a heartwarming book to help introduce the concept of sperm donation to a young child. A story told
through clear language and cheerful illustrations, readers will join Mommy and Daddy bear on the journey to fulfill their
greatest wish of becoming parents. With help from a doctor, a seed from a special man called a donor and Mommy's
egg, a baby grew in Mommy's tummy and was welcomed with great joy.
The #1 New York Times bestselling (mostly true) memoir from the hilarious author of Furiously Happy. “Gaspingly funny
and wonderfully inappropriate.”—O, The Oprah Magazine When Jenny Lawson was little, all she ever wanted was to fit in.
That dream was cut short by her fantastically unbalanced father and a morbidly eccentric childhood. It did, however, open
up an opportunity for Lawson to find the humor in the strange shame-spiral that is her life, and we are all the better for it.
In the irreverent Let’s Pretend This Never Happened, Lawson’s long-suffering husband and sweet daughter help her
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uncover the surprising discovery that the most terribly human moments—the ones we want to pretend never
happened—are the very same moments that make us the people we are today. For every intellectual misfit who thought
they were the only ones to think the things that Lawson dares to say out loud, this is a poignant and hysterical look at the
dark, disturbing, yet wonderful moments of our lives. Readers Guide Inside
From the author of "Fertility Diary" for the New York Times Motherlode blog comes a reassuring, no-nonsense guide to both the emotional
and practical process of trying to get pregnant, written with the smarts, warmth, and honesty of a woman who has been in the trenches. "A
compassionate, often funny, well-researched, and ultimately empowering guide."--Lori Gottlieb, New York Times bestselling author of Maybe
You Should Talk to Someone There are so many ways to be Not Pregnant: You can be young, old, partnered, or unpartnered. Maybe you
have endometriosis. Maybe you don't have enough eggs or your partner doesn't have enough sperm. Or maybe there's nothing wrong except
you're Just. Not. Pregnant. Amy Klein has been there. Faced with fertility obstacles, she quickly became an expert. After nine rounds of IVF,
four miscarriages, three acupuncturists, two rabbis, and one reproductive immunologist, she finally became a mother. And she wrote about it
all for the New York Times Motherlode blog in her "Fertility Diary" column. Now, Amy has written the book she wishes she'd had when she
was trying to get pregnant. With advice from medical experts as well as real women, she outlines your options every step of the way, from
questions you should ask to advice on getting your mother-in-law to mind her own beeswax. In this comprehensive road map to infertility,
you'll find topics such as: * whether to freeze your eggs * finding (and affording) a clinic * what to expect during your first IVF cycle * baby
envy--aka it's okay to skip your friend's shower * whether the alternative route--acupuncture, herbs, supplements--is for you * helpful tips,
charts, and more! Empowering, compassionate, and down-to-earth, The Trying Game will show you what to expect when you're not
expecting with heart and humanity when you need it the most.
Jillian Milzner has lived a life on the run. Her biological sperm donor has made it clear he wishes she'd never been born. Most kids get
presents from their dads growing up. He sent thugs to make death threats to ensure she never tries to find him. He needn't have bothered,
since she wants nothing to do with Decon Filmore. His father, however, thinks Jill might be useful. Things go from bad to worse when her
grandfather's goons snatch her up to deliver her to a man both terrifying...and straight out of her sexiest daydreams. Lord Aveoth isn't
surprised to hear from Decker Filmore. The man is desperate to make the GarLycan lord call off the hunt for his life, and equally determined
to reclaim his VampLycan clan. To achieve both goals, he'll offer Aveoth yet another half-human granddaughter from his bloodline. It's lonely
being a lord of a clan, so Aveoth agrees to the meeting-and he's instantly attracted to Jill. He's also angry to learn she's been brought to him
against her will, but he still wants to keep her. Even if it exposes his darkest secret...which could tear his clan apart.
She’s a survivor of the front lines of politics. He’s a wounded soldier returning home from the battlefield. Can they place their trust in the
power of love? Nobody plays the role of perfect politician’s daughter better than quiet, respectable math teacher Brooke Ellstein. But she
won’t be caught swimming with the sharks again, not after the son of a wealthy donor sinks his teeth into her and gets away with it. Still,
political connections have their perks, such as heading up the governor’s “Support Our Troops” pen-pal initiative—and getting first dibs on
the smoking-hot sergeant whose picture shakes her right down to her goody-two-shoes. When corresponding with sweet, classy Brooke,
Shane Develen instinctively hides his commando tattoos and blue-collar roots—and he can tell that she’s hiding something, too. But Shane
knows he’s gained her trust when Brooke gives him a blisteringly sexy photo. Then he’s injured in an ambush and a fellow soldier posts the
snapshot online. Overnight, Brooke’s reputation turns to ashes. Even though he’s totally wrong for her, Shane shows up on Brooke’s
doorstep, determined to set things right—and discovers that right or wrong has nothing on the chemistry they share. Praise for Loving You Is
Easy “A fresh story, memorable characters, and breathtaking romance . . . You must read this book!”—New York Times bestselling author
Jennifer Probst “Wendy S. Marcus writes believable characters and tons of emotion.”—USA Today bestselling author Sarah Morgan “Loving
You Is Easy is a pleasing blend of sexiness and emotionally charged conflict that kept me turning the pages. Wendy S. Marcus doesn’t shy
away from tough subject matter; she embraces it in a real, visceral way that tugs on the reader’s emotions and has you rooting for the
characters not just to succeed but to heal, physically and emotionally. The story is unique, the characters flawed but wonderful.
Fantastic!”—New York Times bestselling author Donna Alward “A unique story with emotional twists and turns on the road to happily ever
after.”—New York Times bestselling author Carly Phillips “Loving You Is Easy is a super sexy yet incredibly tender love story that’ll leave you
wishing for just a few more pages . . . and then a few more after that.”—Laura Drewry, USA Today bestselling author of Prima Donna “Loving
You Is Easy drew me in on the first page and held me until the last. A great read.”—Claudia Connor, author of Worth the Fall “This is a
fabulous read I know I will reread in the future. Wendy S. Marcus is a total treat!”—Rakes of Romance “I highly recommend this read for all
fans of romance. . . . [Loving You Is Easy has] drama, passion, intrigue and one of the most beautifully written endings I have read in a long
time.”—Contemporary Romance Reviews “Incredible . . . Loving You Is Easy is a truly unique story with complex characters, unexpected
emotional twists, and a burst of realism that convincingly illustrates just how completely opposites can attract and grow together.”—Fic Central
“With a bit of grouch and a whole lot of classy, Wendy’s newest release gives a good read!”—Maldivian Book Reviewer’s Realm of Romance
Includes a special message from the editor, as well as an excerpt from another Loveswept title.
"The ready availability of donated sperm and eggs has made possible an entirely new form of family. Children of the same donor and their
families, with the help of the internet, can now locate each other and make contact. Sometimes this network of families form meaningful
connections that blossom into longstanding groups, and close friendships. This book is about unprecedented families that have grown up at
the intersection of new reproductive technologies, social media and the human desire for belonging. Random Families asks: Do shared
genes make you a family? What do couples do when they discover that their children shares half their DNA with a dozen or more other
offspring from the same sperm donor? What do kids find in common with their donor siblings? What becomes of these chance networks once
parents and donor siblings find one another? Based on over 350 interviews with children (ages 10-28) and their parents from all over the
U.S., Random Families chronicles the chain of choices that couples and single mothers make from what donor to use to how to participate (or
not) in donor sibling networks. Children reveal their understanding of a donor, the donor's spot on the family tree and the meaning of their
donor siblings. Through rich first-person accounts of network membership, the book illustrates how these extraordinary relationships -- woven
from bits of online information and shared genetic ties -- are transformed into new possibilities for kinship. Random Families offers down-toearth stories from real families to highlight just how truly distinctive these contemporary new forms of family are." -- Publisher's description
'Ulysses' is a novel by Irish writer James Joyce. It was first serialised in parts in the American journal 'The Little Review' from March 1918 to
December 1920, and then published in its entirety by Sylvia Beach in February 1922, in Paris. 'Ulysses' has survived bowdlerization, legal
action and bitter controversy. Capturing a single day in the life of Dubliner Leopold Bloom, his friends Buck Mulligan and Stephen Dedalus,
his wife Molly, and a scintillating cast of supporting characters, Joyce pushes Celtic lyricism and vulgarity to splendid extremes. An
undisputed modernist classic, its ceaseless verbal inventiveness and astonishingly wide-ranging allusions confirm its standing as an
imperishable monument to the human condition. It takes readers into the inner realms of human consciousness using the interior monologue
style that came to be called stream of consciousness. In addition to this psychological characteristic, it gives a realistic portrait of the life of
ordinary people living in Dublin, Ireland, on June 16, 1904. The novel was the subject of a famous obscenity trial in 1933, but was found by a
U.S. district court in New York to be a work of art. The furor over the novel made Joyce a celebrity. In the long run, the work placed him at the
forefront of the modern period of the early 1900s when literary works, primarily in the first two decades, explored interior lives and subjective
reality in a new idiom, attempting to probe the human psyche in order to understand the human condition. This richly-allusive novel,
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revolutionary in its modernistic experimentalism, was hailed as a work of genius by W.B. Yeats, T.S. Eliot and Ernest Hemingway.
Scandalously frank, wittily erudite, mercurially eloquent, resourcefully comic and generously humane, 'Ulysses' offers the reader a lifechanging experience. Publisher : General Press
“What happens when sex cells sell? Do human bodies become degraded objects of commerce? Challenging simplistic accounts of
commodification, Almeling offers a compelling analysis of contemporary markets for eggs and sperm. A superb contribution to 21st century
economic sociology.” -Viviana A. Zelizer, author of Economic Lives: How Culture Shapes the Economy “This is a highly informative book.
Almeling provides a balanced approach to this highly controversial subject. Although you might be conflicted by the ethical issues, you will
definitely be extremely well-informed when you finish this book.” -Alan H. DeCherney, MD, National Institute of Child Health and Human
Development “Almeling offers a wonderfully thoughtful analysis and an innovative cultural lens for viewing the gendered lives of sex cells and
their commodification in the contemporary USA.” -Rayna Rapp, author of Testing Women, Testing the Fetus: The Impact of Amniocentesis in
America
An international bestseller published in over thirty countries, this riveting sci-fi dystopic thriller is “a bona fide page-turner.” --MTV.com Callie
lost her parents when the Spore Wars wiped out everyone between the ages of twenty and sixty. She and her little brother, Tyler, go on the
run, living as squatters with their friend Michael and fighting off renegades who would kill them for a cookie. Callie’s only hope is Prime
Destinations, a disturbing place in Beverly Hills run by a mysterious figure known as the Old Man. He hires teens to rent their bodies to
Enders—seniors who want to be young again. Callie, desperate for the money that will keep her, Tyler, and Michael alive, agrees to be a
donor. But the neurochip they place in Callie’s head malfunctions and she wakes up in the life of her renter. Callie soon discovers that her
renter intends to do more than party—and that Prime Destinations’ plans are more evil than she could ever have imagined. . . . Includes
Portrait of a Spore, a never-before-published short story that takes place in the world of STARTERS. Praise for STARTERS: “A smart, swift,
inventive, altogether gripping story.” —#1 New York Times bestselling author DEAN KOONTZ “Compelling, pulse-pounding, exciting . . .
Don’t miss it!” —New York Times bestselling author Melissa Marr “Readers who have been waiting for a worthy successor to Suzanne
Collins’s The Hunger Games will find it here. Dystopian sci-fi at its best.” —Los Angeles Times “Intriguing, thought-provoking and addictive.”
—BookReporter.com “Readers will stay hooked. . . . Constantly rising stakes keep this debut intense.” —Kirkus Reviews “Fast-paced
dystopian fiction. . . . The inevitable sequel can’t appear soon enough.” —Booklist "Intriguing, fast-paced . . . Fans of dystopian novels will be
completely engaged and clamoring for the sequel." —School Library Journal “Addictive and alluring.” —Examiner.com “Chilling and riveting.”
—Shelf-Awareness.com “A must-read for fans of The Hunger Games and Legend. Fast-paced, romantic, and thought-provoking.” —Justine

An intimate memoir on the work and wonder of ranch life, critiquing the inhumane and environmentally destructive factory farm
system and offering sustainable alternatives for ethical omnivores. Although there are nearly 100 million cattle in the United States,
these animals are often ignored or dismissed. In Meditations with Cows, Shreve Stockton inspires a more reverential attitude
toward these affectionate and intelligent creatures as she shares captivating stories and photos of ranch life. At the center of the
narrative is Daisy, the matriarch of the herd. Through the daily ritual of milking, Stockton forges a relationship with Daisy that
deepens with each passing season: "When you have a milk cow, you are together every day, no matter the weather, no matter
either of your moods. The hind leg of this twelve-hundred-pound animal towers over you as you crouch beside her... both of you
aware of the fact that one well-aimed kick could kill you if she wished. Yet you are allowed to rest your cheek and forehead against
her warm belly as you milk... her trust in you entwined with your trust in her, you become family." For anyone who loves animals or
cares about the environmental impact of their food, Stockton explores conservation and the important role of cattle in local
ecosystems, models the humane treatment of animals, and shows how pastured cattle can be our allies in averting climate crisis.
Blending together narrative, science, and thoughtful reflection, Meditations with Cows offers a moving portrait of the rhythms of
work, life, and hardship on the ranch.
An irresistible guide to living without holding back, from the vibrant lifestyle entrepreneur and host of the Living Fully podcast “If
you’re ready to up-level your life and create long-lasting change, then this book is for you! Mallory’s resilient path will inspire you
to step into your power.”—Gabrielle Bernstein, #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Universe Has Your Back Mallory Ervin
is known for exuding energy, joy, and laughter. But despite her public accomplishments, Mallory is no stranger to battling
unhealthy attachments to performance and success. Now?, in her unforgettable debut book, Mallory invites readers to see how her
surprising journey—from achievement and accolades to devastating, never-before-shared lows—guided her and led her to a deeply
fulfilling life. In Living Fully, Mallory shares her personal story of overcoming the unhealthy and damaging patterns in her life and
shows readers how to trade this for something completely new and more rewarding. What she discovered was there had always
been a different life available to her, one that she had not yet seen. Now she encourages readers to resist a “just fine” existence
and to step into a life they never dared to imagine before. Through inspiring stories and practical advice? Mallory encourages
readers to: • stop returning to a “just getting by” mentality • shift perspective so blessings don’t become burdens • remember that
life’s curveballs don’t have to knock you off your feet • identify your passions and get back to your truest self • slow down and
enjoy the extraordinary in the everyday moments • quiet the voice of fear • get clear on the life you want “I wrote this to be your
wake-up call, the thing that turns the lights on in your life and propels you to make real change, once and for all,” Mallory says. “I
want you to wake up and stay awake.” ?For anyone hungry for a richer life, or tired of coasting through life in a “cruise control”
mindset, Living Fully is the ultimate invitation to embrace abundance and joy—and not look back!
"Eloise is content with her solitary life as a successful private chef. She has her clients, her corgi, and a recipe for the world's most
perfect chocolate cream pie ... But when her favorite teacher dies and her long lost trio of high school friends reunites at the wake,
Eloise is confronted by how lonely she really is. In honor of Mrs. O'Connor, Eloise, Lynne, and Teresa revamp their senior class
assignment and dare each other to create a bucket list of things to accomplish by the time they each turn forty in May"-One donor to one elite vampire. One perfect match. A decision that will change her life. If only she didn't have to choose.
We Should Get Together is the handbook for anyone who's ready for better friendships, now. Have you recently moved to a new
city and are struggling to make friends? Do you find yourself constantly making plans with friends that fall through? Are you more
likely to see your friends' social media posts than their faces? You aren't alone. Millions of adults struggle with an uncomfortable
and persistent ache: platonic longing, which is the unfulfilled wish for authentic, resilient, close friendships. But it doesn't have to
be this way. Making and maintaining friendships during adulthood can be hard--or, with a bit of intention and creativity, joyful.
Author Kat Vellos, experience designer and founder of Better Than Small Talk, tackles the four most common challenges of adult
friendship: constant relocation, full schedules, the demands of partnership and family, and our culture's declining capacity for
compassion and intimacy in the age of social media. Combining expert research and personal stories pulled from conversations
with hundreds of adults, We Should Get Together is the modern handbook for making and maintaining stronger friendships. With
this book you will learn to: Make and maintain friendships when you (or your friends) keep moving Have deeper and more
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meaningful conversations Triumph over awkwardness in social situations Become less dependent on your phone Identify and
prioritize quality connections Find time for friendship despite your busy calendar Create closer, more durable friendships Full of
relatable stories, practical tips, 60 charming illustrations, 55 suggested activities, a book club discussion guide, and 300+
conversation starters, We Should Get Together is the perfect book for anyone who wants to have dedicated, life-enriching friends,
and who wants to be that kind of friend, too.
Katz asserts that these perversions arise out of a cluster of logical difficulties related to multicriterial decision making. The
discovery of these difficulties dates back to Condorcet's eighteenth-century exploration of voting rules, which marked the beginning
of what we know today as social choice theory. Condorcet's voting cycles, Arrow's Theorem, Sen's Libertarian Paradox--every
seeming perversity of the law turns out to be the counterpart of one of the many voting paradoxes that lie at the heart of social
choice. Katz's lucid explanations and apt examples show why they resist any easy resolutions."--Pub. desc.
"A Vintage Books original"--Copyright page.

Sarah Booth Delaney is both a Southern lady and a skilled detective, but her latest case takes her into the murky world of
New Orleans where motives for murder, and a list of suspects, are as numerous as the stories of spiritual malfeasance
that permeate the air. Reprint.
The best-selling workbook and grammar guide, revised and updated! Hailed as one of the best books around for teaching
grammar, The Blue Book of Grammar and Punctuation includes easy-to-understand rules, abundant examples, dozens
of reproducible exercises, and pre- and post-tests to help teach grammar to middle and high schoolers, college students,
ESL students, homeschoolers, and more. This concise, entertaining workbook makes learning English grammar and
usage simple and fun. This updated Twelfth Edition reflects the latest updates to English usage and grammar and
features a two-color design and lay-flat binding for easy photocopying. Clear and concise, with easy-to-follow
explanations, offering “just the facts” on English grammar, punctuation, and usage Fully updated to reflect the latest
rules, along with quizzes and pre- and post-tests to help teach grammar Ideal for students from seventh grade through
adulthood in the US and abroad For anyone who wants to understand the major rules and subtle guidelines of English
grammar and usage, The Blue Book of Grammar and Punctuation offers comprehensive, straightforward instruction.
Growing a family isn't always easy and sometimes Mommies and Daddies need a little help. See how the generosity and
love of others can grow into the most wonderful gift. You Were Made For Me is a look into the unique ways that some
families are made and the journey of love that brings them together.
Pittsburgh toilet, squeaky cheese, city chicken, shampoo banana, and Chevy in the Hole are all phrases that are familiar
to Midwesterners but sound foreign to anyone living outside the region. This book explains not only what Midwesterners
say but also how and why they say it and covers such topics as: the causes of the Northern cities vowel shift, why the
accents in Fargo miss the nasality that's a hallmark of Minnesota speech, and why Chicagoans talk more like people
from Buffalo than their next-door neighbors in Wisconsin. Readers from the Midwest will have a better understanding of
why they talk the way they do, and readers who are not from the Midwest will know exactly what to say the next time
someone ends a sentence with "eh?".
Our history is littered with heads. Over the centuries, they have decorated our churches, festooned our city walls and
filled our museums; they have been props for artists and specimens for laboratory scientists, trophies for soldiers and
items of barter. Today, as videos of decapitations circulate online and cryonicists promise that our heads may one day
live on without our bodies, the severed head is as contentious and compelling as ever. From shrunken heads to trophies
of war; from memento mori to Damien Hirst's With Dead Head; from grave-robbing phrenologists to enterprising
scientists, Larson explores the bizarre, often gruesome and confounding history of the severed head. Its story is our
story.
Poetry. In her debut collection DAYS, poet and visual artist Simone Kearney has created a text that is almost a
substance, a mutable, fidgeting feminist masterwork that challenges us to dwell in ambiguities and resist limiting
frameworks of narrative completion. Kearney has been at work on this text for many years, during which it has become a
site of near-constant revision and living process. In this way, we might understand DAYS as a kind of "living document"
or "life work" in addition to its status as a long poem. Kearney's mobile fragments amass and arrange towards a flood of
fractured and lush perception, calling to mind Gertrude Stein's imperative from Tender Buttons: "Act so that there is no
use in a centre."
Celebrates all the things that make one's home special, including the family that dwells there.
A handbook for women who have chosen single motherhood offers an analysis of available options, from artificial insemination to
adoption, and examines the special problems, questions, and rewards of single motherhood
Presents the full content of the popular fake twitter account that followed Rahm Emanuel's 2011 Chicago mayoral campaign.
A sweet and light-hearted picture book for donor-conceived children that answers the question "where did I come from?" and then
gently introduces the concepts of half siblings and donors in an open and honest way. For ages 2-8.
A provocative analysis of the 44th President's leadership style investigates his most noted successes and failures, profiling the
combatant personalities of his closest advisors while portraying Obama as an indecisive and moody individual whose
achievements have been largely shaped by strong women in his administration, including Nancy Pelosi, Hillary Clinton and Valerie
Jarrett. By the author of Losing Bin Laden. 100,000 first printing.
Nate Wright’s life is just like his locker--it’s full of surprises. The monstrous Mrs. Godfrey springs a pop quiz on Nate AND his
grandparents. His horoscope predicts bad news for Nate’s soccer career. And worst of all, he’s forced to cut back on his beloved
Cheez Doodles. It’s enough to drive any kid crazy. Luckily, Nate’s not just any kid. He’s the ultimate sixth-grade survivor. When
everything’s falling apart, he finds a way to hold it together … but nobody said it would be easy. Welcome to the world of Big Nate!
Slowly Jack learns the pleasures of writing poetry as Miss Stretchberry encourages him to tell his own story through verse. What
emerges is a moving and memorable story about a boy and his dog and his growing passion for poetry.
“This two-in-one romance starts a new series that Mallery’s many fans will devour like a Christmas cookie.”—Booklist Susan
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Mallery, author of the Fool’s Gold romances, cheerfully invites you to Wishing Tree, where Christmas comes to life… The
Somerville sisters believe in love, but they’ve lost faith it will happen for them. Reggie hasn’t been home since the end of the
world’s shortest engagement. When her parents decide to renew their vows, she buffs up her twinkle to help with the Christmas
wedding. Unexpectedly, Toby, her first love, is back too, and the spark between them shines as brightly as ever. In the spirit of the
season, will they let go of past hurts and greet the New Year together? Done waiting for the one, Dena is pregnant and on her
own—on purpose. But then a gorgeous, sad-eyed songwriter checks in to a room at her inn. Micah, unable to write since he lost his
wife, finds inspiration in Dena’s determination to be a mom. One snowflake-speckled kiss and he’s a goner. But Dena is afraid to
believe that a rock star could fall for a cookie-cutter small-town girl like her. As the Christmas wedding draws closer, these two
sisters just might unwrap the most treasured gift of all—love.
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